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Adsorbed natural gas technology is an efficient technology for storing natural gas
at low pressure and room temperature. This work investigates the properties of the
adsorbed methane film in nanopores where methane is adsorbed by strong van der
Waals forces in pores of few molecular diameter as a high-density fluid. BET surface
area, porosity, and pore size distribution were measured using sub-critical nitrogen
adsorption. The adsorbed film thickness, the film density, specific surface area, and
methane average binding energy were extracted from a single supercritical methane
adsorption isotherm using Langmuir and Ono-Kondo models. In addition, this method
does not require a conversion between gravimetric excess adsorption and absolute
adsorption. The adsorbed film thickness is between 4.2 and 4.4 Å and the density of
the adsorbed film at maximum capacity is between 302 and 340 g/L. Specific surface
areas obtained from supercritical isotherms are consistent with BET surface areas from
subcritical nitrogen adsorption. The binding energies obtained from the two models are
compared to the ones obtained from Clausius-Clapeyron method. © 2018 Author(s).
All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5074086

I. INTRODUCTION

Storing natural gas (NG) by adsorption offers several advantages over exiting technologies.
Liquefied natural gas (LNG) and compressed natural gas (CNG) have drawbacks when applied in
the automotive industry and the petroleum industry. For instance, LNG requires heavy and expensive
tanks, liquefaction and even with the best available insulators, a significant percentage of NG is
lost by evaporation. On the other hand, CNG takes up considerable space and requires multi-stage
compression. Adsorbed natural gas (ANG) is an alternative technology to store NG at low pressure.1–6
Thermal management, cycling efficiency, sorbent packing, stability, and cost are currently hindering
the widespread market adaptation of ANG.
The Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) of the United States Department
of Energy (DOE) has initiated a research program known as MOVE: Methane Opportunities for
Vehicular Energy. The program aims to develop adsorbents for natural gas storage at low pressure
and room temperature. The DOE has defined metrics to assess sorbents performance; the target for
gravimetric storage density is 0.5 g/g and the target for volumetric energy density is 12.5 MJ/L.
Activated Carbon (AC), Covalent Organic Frameworks (COFs), and Metal-Organic Frameworks
(MOFs) are the leading materials used for adsorbed natural gas storage; reaching approximately
50 % of the gravimetric storage target and 75 % of the volumetric storage target.7–13 Most research
in the field focuses on increasing the gravimetric and volumetric storage capacities by increasing the
surface area, optimizing the pore structure and the binding energy. This work propose assess several
methods and propose alternative technique to study supercritical methane isotherms.
a
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The binding energy of methane on adsorbent is usually determined using two isotherms at nearby
temperatures using Clausius-Clapeyron equation. However, this method requires a conversion from
excess to absolute adsorption by assuming or computing the volume of the adsorbed film.14 Firlej
et al. proposed a method to determine the high-coverage binding energy using a single isotherm and
the pore-size distribution.15 In this work, the average binding energy at low coverage and the overall
average binding energy are extracted from supercritical methane adsorption isotherms. In addition,
the specific surface area, the adsorbed film thickness, and the film density at maximum capacity are
determined using the Ono-Kondo and Langmuir models.

II. EXPERIMENTAL
A. Materials

Sample “3K” is prepared from corncob biomass in a multi-step process consisting of phosphoric acid activation at 480 ◦ C, followed by potassium hydroxide activation at 800 ◦ C in a nitrogen
environment. The partially activated carbon “HS;0B” is synthesized by the pyrolysis of polyvinylidene chloride. Further details of the synthesis and characterization of these materials is provided
by Romanos and Olsen.16–18 A commercial high-surface area carbon Maxsorb MSC-30,19,20 produced by Kansai Coke and Chemical Co. Ltd, have been selected as a reference material for this
study.
B. Sub-critical nitrogen adsorption at 77 K

Nitrogen adsorption isotherms were measured on an Autosorb instrument (Quantachrome). The
total pore volume (Vtot ) is measured at a pressure of 0.995 P/P0 while the specific surface area Σ
is measured using the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) theory in the pressure range of 0.01 to 0.03
P/P0 , which is suitable for nanoporous activated carbon. The intragranular porosity is calculated as
follows:

 −1  −1

(1)
φ = 1 + ρskel Vmtot
s

Where ρskel is the skeletal density of the sample, assumed to be 2.0 g/cm3 . Typical skeletal densities
of amorphous carbons are between 1.8 and 2.1 g/cm3 .21 The porosity φ is calculated from the total
pore volume (Vtot) using equation (1).
ρapp = ρskel (1 − φ)

(2)

The apparent density ρapp is determined using equation (2). Quenched solid density functional theory
(QSDFT) is used to calculate pore size distributions (PSDs). A detailed description of QSDFT has
been published in a previous studies.22,23
C. Methane adsorption

Methane molecules are adsorbed by van der Waals forces in pores of few molecular diameter as a high-density fluid. The performance of a sorbent material is assessed by measuring
an excess adsorption isotherm and converting it into volumetric and gravimetric storage capacities. The gravimetric excess adsorption Ge (g/kg) is determined by a volumetric measurement
at 0 ◦ C and 25 ◦ C on custom-built automated Sieverts-type apparatus described extensively in
literature.24
The gravimetric storage capacity Gs (g/kg) is calculated from the excess adsorption using the
intragranular porosity of the sample determined from sub-critical nitrogen isotherms at 77 K. The
volumetric storage capacity is determined by multiplying the gravimetric storage capacity by the
apparent density.
ρgas  φ 
Gs = Ge + ρskel
(3)
1−φ
Vs = Gs · ρapp

(4)
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III. THEORY

The determination of the specific surface area from experimental supercritical Langmuir isotherm
has been done previously.25 This method works for any adsorbate and it is based on the fact that, at
high pressure and supercritical temperature, there is a complete monolayer coverage and absence of
multilayer adsorption. The excess adsorption is defined as the mass of the adsorbed film minus the
mass of an equal volume of gas at the corresponding pressure and temperature.
Ge (P, T ) =

mfilm (P,T )
ms

mfilm (P,T )
ms

−

Vfilm · ρCH4 (P,T )
ms

) · P mCH4 · Σ
= 1 +χ(T
χ(T ) · P α(T )

(5a)
(5b)

√
(5c)
Vfilm = ms · Σ · k · α(T )
 
Where α(T ) is the area per adsorption site m2 , it is compared to the one from the fluid-fluid
2 26,27
Lennard-Jones potential modeling parameter. For methane α(T ) = σ 2 CH4−CH4 = 0.145
 Å .
25
−1
k = 1.075 is the packing factor for hexagonal packing, χ(T )is the Langmuir parameter bar , Σ


 
is the specific surface area m2 /g , V film is the volume of the adsorbed film m3 , mCH 4 is the mass
of methane molecule (kg), and ms is the mass of the sample (kg)
Dividing equation (5b) and (5c) will lead to the following equation:
) ·P
ρ(P, T ) = 1 +χ(T
χ(T ) · P ·

mCH4

(5d)

3

kα(T ) 2

With increasing pressure, the excess adsorption reaches a maximum at Pmax . As the pressure is
increased further, the excess adsorption decreases since the density of the gas phase gradually
approaches that of the adsorbed phase. The excess adsorption becomes zero at a pressure P0 , when
the density of the adsorbed film is equal to the density of the bulk gas. We express P0 as a function
of T, k, and α(T ) in the following equation:
P0 =

KT

(5e)

3

k · α(T) 2

Replacing (5b), (5c), (5d), and (5e) in equation (5a) will lead to the following equation:
χ(T ) · P
CH4· Σ
Ge (P, T ) = mα(T
) ( 1 + χ(T ) · P −

P
kP0 )

(6)

Methane adsorption is localized at room temperature. In localized adsorption, the adsorbed molecule
has three vibrational degrees of freedom and oscillates around a minimum of the potential V (x, y, z)
(adsorption potential) where z is the coordinate perpendicular to the surface, and x, y are the coordinates parallel to the surface. The vibrational frequencies in the three directions (ν x , ν y , ν z ) are usually
of the order of 1012 .14 Langmuir parameter χ(T )is given by the following equation:28
EB
q
e NA KT
h6
χ(T ) =
(7a)
(8πm)3 (KT)5
hνx
hνy
hνz
) sinh( 2KT ) sinh( 2KT )
sinh(
2KT
E B is the binding energy (J/mol), NA is Avogadro constant (mol−1 ), k is the Boltzmann constant
(J/K), T is the temperature (K), h is Plank’s constant (J.s), ν are the vibrational frequencies in the x,
y, and z direction (s−1 ), and m is the mass of the sample (kg). The binding energy can be calculated
from the following equation:
"
#
q
hνy
hνz
(8πm)3 (KT)5
hνx
EB = NA KT · ln sinh( 2KT ) sinh( 2KT ) sinh( 2KT )
(7b)
h6
Aranovich and Donohue extended the Ono-Kondo model to gas adsorption on activated carbon.29,30
It was applied to supercritical fluid by Chahine et al.31 and more recently by Gasem et al.32 and Bi
et al.33 The excess adsorption, determined from solving the Ono-Kondo equations for slit shaped
pores, has four parameters: energy of the adsorbate-adsorbate interaction E CH 4−CH 4 (K), energy of
adsorbate-adsorbent interaction E(K), density of the adsorbed film at maximum capacity ρmc (g/ml),
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and a prefactor C related to the capacity of the adsorbent for a specific gas. Aranovich and Donohue
solved the Ono-Kondo equations which relate the density of each layer to the bulk density and
found the following general equation for the excess adsorption. Moreover, by neglecting the gas-gas
interaction, one can reduce the number of parameters to three.


E
ρ
(P,T )
1−e KT
1− gas
ρmc
1−4 n
 E
Ge (P, T ) = 2C (1−4 ) 1+4n−1  ρmc
1 (
1 ) 1+ ρ
−1 e KT
gas (P,T )

(8a)

Where n is the number of layer in a slit of the microporous material. 4 1 is a factor which is a function
of three coordination number and the fluid-fluid interaction energy and other variables discussed in
detail by Aranovich and Donohue. For n=2, the excess adsorption can be written as:
ρgas (P,T )
ρmc


E
1−e KT
 E
Ge (P, T ) = 2C  ρmc
1+ ρgas (P,T ) −1 e KT
1−



(8b)

The results binding energy determined from the two models is compared with the one obtained from
Clausius-Clapeyron equation using isotherms at 0 ◦ C and 25 ◦ C. The conversion from excess to
absolute adsorption is performed using the following equation.
Ga (P, T ) = Ge (P, T ) + ρgas (P, T ) · Vfilm

(9)

where V film is the volume of the adsorbed film determined from equation (5c).
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The BET surface areas from sub-critical nitrogen adsorption are 900, 2600, and 2800 m2 /g for
HS;0B, MSC-30, and 3K respectively. In addition, the intragranular porosities are 0.52, 0.79, and
0.81 for HS;0B, 3K, and MSC-30 respectively. Figure 1 shows the pore size distribution obtained
from QSDFT. HS;0B has narrow pores below 20 Å with a single peak at 7 Å. MSC-30 and 3K have
a bimodal pore size distribution with approximately double the pores below 10 Å when compared to
HS;0B. Moreover, the pores of MSC-30 are below 30 Å with maximums at 7 and 18 Å and the pores
of 3K are below 40 Å with maximums at 7 and 15 Å. Sample 3K has the largest volume of nanopores
(< 10 Å) while MSC-30 has the largest volume of pores between 10 and 30 Å.
Figure 2 shows the gravimetric excess adsorption of sample MSC-30, 3K, and HS;0B at room
temperature. HS;0B has the lowest gravimetric excess adsorption due to its relative low surface area
and porosity. While 3K has the largest excess adsorption below 50 bar, MSC-30 has the largest excess
adsorption at high coverage. Chi-square Levenberg-Marquardt minimization algorithm was used to

FIG. 1. Pore size distribution of 3K, MSC-30, and HS;0B from QSDFT.
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FIG. 2. Gravimetric Methane Excess Adsorption at 25 ◦ C.

fit experimental excess adsorption with equation (6) for the Langmuir model and with equation (8b)
for the Ono-Kondo model. Figure 3 shows the Langmuir and Ono-Kondo fit of experimental excess
adsorption of MSC-30.
Table I provides the properties of the adsorbed film from Langmuir and Ono-Kondo fit. Both
models provide a film thickness between 4.2 and 4.4 Å. The film thickness depends on adsorbate
molecule. The density of the adsorbed film at maximum capacity is also comparable between the
two methods. For HS;0B, the film saturation density is 319 g/L from Langmuir fit and 325 g/L from
Ono-Kondo fit. For 3K, it is 308 g/L from Langmuir fit and 302 g/L from Ono-Kondo fit. As for the
commercial carbon MSC-30, it is 340 g/L from Langmuir fit and 322 g/L from Ono-Kondo fit. These
values are below 426 g/L, the density of liquid methane at the normal boiling temperature (112K).
In addition, the Langmuir fit provides the specific surface areas from supercritical methane isotherm,
which are comparable to the BET surface area obtained from subcritical nitrogen isotherm.
These two models provide the binding energies from a single isotherm. Most binding-energy
determinations need two isotherms at nearby temperatures (Clausius-Clapeyron), and those are known

FIG. 3. Langmuir (red) and Ono-Kondo (blue) fits for the gravimetric excess adsorption.
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TABLE I. Properties of the adsorbed film from supercritical methane isotherm.
Density of the Specific surface
Average binding energy
adsorbed film
area from
at low-coverage
Film thickness at maximum
supercritical
Average binding (kJ/mol). Adsorption site
(Å)
capacity (g/L) isotherm (m2 /g) energy (kJ/mol)
active at P < 25 bar
HS;0B
3K
MSC-30

Langmuir
Ono-Kondo
Langmuir
Ono-Kondo
Langmuir
Ono-Kondo

4.4 ± 0.1
4.3 ± 0.1
4.2 ± 0.1
4.2 ± 0.1
4.4 ± 0.1
4.4 ± 0.1

319 ± 9
325 ± 10
308 ± 7
302 ± 7
340 ± 11
322 ± 9

751 ± 42
–
2674 ± 156
–
2443 ± 137
–

10.3 ± 0.3
7.9 ± 0.2
13.1 ± 0.3
9.7 ± 0.3
12.2 ± 0.3
8.9 ± 0.2

16.7 ± 0.4
14.6 ± 0.3
20.5 ± 0.4
17.6 ± 0.4
19.4 ± 0.4
16.8 ± 0.3

to be tricky at high coverage because one needs good estimates of the film volume to construct accurate
absolute adsorption isotherms. As a consequence, there exist only few accurate determinations of
high-coverage binding energies (isosteric heats). The only other single-isotherm method to get an
average or high-coverage binding energy requires the knowledge of the pore-size distribution.15 The
proposed models produce, from one single fit to one single excess isotherm, the average binding
energy accurately. For HS;0B, the average binding energy is 10.3 kJ/mol from the Langmuir fit
and 7.9 kJ/mol from the Ono-Kondo fit. For MSC-30, it is 12.2 kJ/mol from the Langmuir fit and
8.9 kJ/mol from the Ono-Kondo fit. As for 3K, it is 13.1 kJ/mol from the Langmuir fit and 9.7 kJ/mol
from the Ono-Kondo fit. The results in the Ono-Kondo fits are more accurate since they do not
involve the knowledge of the vibrational frequencies of methane. It is expected that Sample 3K
has the largest average binding energy since it has the largest volume of pores below 10 Å. For
instance, the adsorption potentials overlap in narrow pores resulting in a large binding energy. The
average binding energy is consistent with the binding energy obtained from Clausius-Clapeyron
equation. Figure 4 shows the binding energy calculated using Clausius-Clapeyron equation at 0 ◦ C
and 25 ◦ C. The average binding energy is 9.4, 10.6, and 11.5 kJ/mol for samples HS;0B, MSC-30;
and 3K respectively. In addition, the average binding energy at low coverage is obtained by fitting the
excess adsorption at pressures below 25 bar. For HS;0B, the average binding energy at low coverage
is 16.7 kJ/mol from the Langmuir fit and 14.6 kJ/mol from the Ono-Kondo fit. In addition, it is
19.4 kJ/mol from the Langmuir fit and 16.8 kJ/mol from the Ono-Kondo fit for MSC-30. For 3K, the
average binding energy at low coverage is 20.5 kJ/mol from the Langmuir fit and 17.6 kJ/mol from the
Ono-Kondo fit.

FIG. 4. Binding energy from Clausius-Clapeyron equation.
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V. CONCLUSION

The adsorbed film thickness, the film density at maximum capacity, and specific surface area
were determined from high pressure supercritical methane adsorption isotherm using Langmuir and
Ono-Kondo models. The obtained surface area was consistent with the BET surface area obtained
from subcritical nitrogen adsorption. This proposed method does not require a conversion between
gravimetric excess adsorption and absolute adsorption. The adsorbed film thickness is 4.2-4.4 Å and
the density of the adsorbed film at maximum capacity is 302-340 g/L. The average binding energies
are consistent with the ones obtained from Clausius-Clapeyron equation.
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